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Tetragonal and Orthorhombic Lattices of〕正artensites with Stable
γ′precipitates―Calculations Based on Eshelby's′rheOry
by
?Eotozo HAYAKAWA*and Munco OKA*
(Received May 31,1980)
The lattice parameters and the elastic strain energies of martensites which
include fine stable γ′ preciPitates have been calculated by using the Eshelby
method. In the calculations, the γ′particle  in a martensite Plate were assu―
med not to transfOrm to martensite.But a Possibility of their deformation by
a lattice invariant shear(LIS)due tO the large internal stress was taken into
account,  The average lattice of a martensite varies froln a tetragonal to
orthorhombic lattice as the LIS inceases. The elastic strain energy accumu―
ユated in a martensite plate is also reduced by a LIS. The res,Its are success―
lully compared with the recent experiinental data.
1 .Introductio■
The martensites of an Fe―Ni―Ti a1loy have been reported to exhibit a tetragonal
lattice,in spite of the absence of interstitial atomsl~3). The tetragonality of this alloy
has been attributed to the γ′precipitates, which form during an austenite aging or
even during a quencho The γ′also stabi zes the austenite2~4)。There are two diffe―
rent explanations proposed for these experimental observations,
In the first proposition3,4)the γ′ precipita es are assumed to transfrom to bct
rtensite together with the surroundings, The reason、vhy a bct iattice, instead
bcc, fOrlns is shO、vn in Fig。 1:
γ′has an ordered structure of
L12 type, in、vhich the cube corners
are occupied by Ti atoms and the
face ceaters by Ni atoms.  When
this strtlcture is transformed to ma―
rtensite maintaing the Bain corres―
pondence, the crystallographic sy―
nllnetry of the resulting martensite
becomes tetragollal.  Along the c
axis a lattice ro、7 COnSists of either
ma―
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all Ti or all Nl,、vhile along the a and b axes Ti and Ni atoms alternateo Since a Tユ
atom is larger than Nl, the c axiS becomes ionger than the a and b aXes. As a
result,the tranSformed γ′precipitate becomes bct. The rest of the region of a mart―
ensite plate is bcc by itself. However, because of the unifor■1ly dispersed t tragonal
centers of the transformed γ′, the entire martensite is elastically distorted. As an
average the martensite lattice becomes tetragoコal. The tran formation of the γ′ o
bct is a result of mechanical forces by the surroundings。「rherefore the existence of
γ′ precipitates requires an excess driving force for a lnartensitc transformation.
Thus, the trallsformation of γ′ also explaills the stabilization of the austenite.
In the second proposition.5), the γ′ precipitates are assumed not to tranSform;
only the surrounding matrix transforms to martensite. Then a large stress field
、vill be generated in a martensite plate becallse of a nlismatching in shapes. The
stress field、vould be such as to cause a tetragonal lattice of the martensite on an
average,  Sillce the transforttation is possible only by surmounting this extra strain
energy, a stabiliZation of the austenite would be expected。
Both the above propositions appeaF tO eXplain the experi14entally observed change
in Ms temperature and the tetragonality of the martensite successfully, at least
qualitatively, In order to decide whicL of these is really operative, a more quantit―
ative analysis is needed. For the mechanism of the first propOsition, since the dime―
nsions of the hypothetical bct structure of γ′ is not known,the average tetragona―
lity of a martensite plate caused by the dispersed tetragonal centers cannot be esti―
mated.  Furthermore, since the che■lical free energy of the hypothetical bct γ′ is
コot kaowll, the drop in A/1s temperature cannot be estil■ated. On the other hand,
the transformation mechaniSHl in the second proposition can be dealtヽvith by Eshel―
by's method6), 、vhere an elastic state of a body、vith an elllpsoidal inclusion vith a
known transformation strain can be solved. In addition,a recent X―ray diffraction
study7)uSing a moコocrystalline specil■en has revealed an orthorhombic lattice of
martensite in an Fe―Ni―Ti alloy. The orthorhombic lattice cannot be explained by
the transfortted γ′ precipitates. However the second model inay explain this when
an additional lattice invariant shear(I五S)iS intrOduced in the γ′ precipitates. In
the present paper, 、ve ttempt to calculate the average dilnellsionS Of the martensite
plates 、vith a uniform dispersion of noniransformed γ′ precipitates. The results
、vill be discussed in the light of some experiinental observations,
2,  procedure of calculations
The mcJdel 、ve consider in this paper is as follows: The parent austenite contains
unifor■1ly dispersed spherical γ′ pr c pitates,When thiS iS cOoled froni the austenite
state to a lower temperature,  lenticular or plate-1三ke martensites form. The γ′
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particles contained in a lnartensite plate keep their original etructure. As a result, a
large stress and Strain field will result in the plate.A possibility of a LIS in the γ′
precipitates due to a large shear stress is also taken into account,In such a case we
can calculate the average lattice of the martensite, the lattice orientaion of the γ′
and the elastic strain energy accumulated in the plate.
The same elastic state wi1l result、vhera the above mechanism is reversed; i.et, in an
originally uniforn■1■artensite plate,spherical regions transforni into the γ′structure
and LIS may be introduced. This、vay of viewing the probleHl confOrms to Eshelby's
method6)。 we Will assume an elastically homogeneous and isotropic medium 、vith
Poisson'S ratio of 1/3.  Then, the olxly necessary parameter is the stress free strain
(eigenstrain)of the spherical regions. Before we evaluate the strain components for
the inverse tranSforlnation of the γ′,dist rtion matrices of various proposed mechan―
isms of martensitic transformation will be considered.
2,l MatriⅨ representatio■of martensitic transformations
According to the phenomenological theories8,9), a 14artensitic transformation con―
sists of a lattice tranSformation,a LIS,and a rotation, Since the size of γ′ precip―
itates is comparable to or smaller than the scale of inhomogeneity of a usual LIS*,
this should not be included in the elastic interactions between the martensite and γ′
particles, Without a LIS, several plausible mechanisms of the lattice transformation
fro■l fcc to bcc have been proposed (See e.g. refs. 10 and ll)
Bα,″″ιι力α″ιs″
This is the simplest of all, yet very meaningful. Fig。l shows two fcc nit cellS
in juxtaposition(ignore the ato=n difference for the time being). The Cen outlined
by broken lines can be regarded as a bct unit cell, but its tetragOnality is much
higher than ordinary martensites. A compression a10ng the vertical axis and a un―
ifor■l expansion in the horizontal plane by a suitable amount、vill result in a mart―
ensite lattice (bCC Or bct)。  The matrix representation referred to either fcc or bct
axes is:鼻(::与)当   Ш
with ηl=1/2a/a。,η3= C/a。,                        (2)
where, ao is the lattice constant of an fcc lattice, a and c are those of the bct. The
lattice correspo■dence between the two lattices isI
(B CF)=
?
．
．
?
?
?
?
?
?
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?
?
?
?
*This LIS is different fron the LIS in γ′ considered in this Paper.
(3)
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and the follo、ving lattice orientaion relatiollship results:
(0 0 1)B//   (001)F and  〔1 〕B //  〔11 0〕F ・
内rゲsヵゥα陶,陶♂θ力αη,s解
This mechanism is described in two steps. The shear in a(111)F plane toward
a 〔1 1 2〕Fby 1/2/2 results in a slightly distorted bcc lattice.A subsequent size
adjustment keeping the(1 1 1)F plane fixed accomplishes the lattice transforlnation。
The resulting orientatiOn relationship is:
(011)B//  (111)F and  〔0 〕B// 〔11 2〕F・
The lattice correspondence is the same as Eq。(3).
A■hough the above procedure is a usual interpretation of the mechanisnl, as far
as the initial and the final states are concerned, there is another way of describing
the mechanism. Namely the Bain diStortion f0110wed by a rotation around the 〔1
1 0〕F aXiSヽ70uld result in exactly the same lattice and the same orientation. lrhe―
refore, the matrix representation of this mechanism referred to as the fcc lattice
may be written:
S =RB,
where,
and ξ=T朗対a/C~Tan a1/vτ.・……………………………………(6)
κ″ウク筋ου α″
'Sπ
力s ηι肋,″ゲs物
This is siinilar to the Nishiyama mechanismo After the same first shear as the
Nishiyama mechanism,a subsequent size adjustment takes place so that the fonow_
ing orientation relationship results:
(oll)B//  (111)F and 〔1lT〕B // 〔lo l〕F・
Since this orientatioll of the martensite lattice can be obtained froni the N orientation
by a rotation around the〔111〕F aXiS,the K―S mechanism can be alSo expressed
(4)
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Bain distortion follo、ved by a rotation:
K―S     K―S
=R B,
・……。(3)
and ζ=Sin‐11/1/写-30° = 5,26°
B9gι/s,″″B騨亀ι″d夕η♂θ力α″ケdη,
This mechanis■l consists of two successive shears on llon―parallel ciose packed pla―
nes. The orientation of the resulted bcc varies depending upon which planes are
chosen fOr the shears, In fact,since the shear plalles are not implied to be kept
fixed, the orientation relationship is indeterH?n e. Yet the dis o tion matrix can be
written by a product of the Bain distOrtion and a rotationi
SB~B=RB~BB. (9)
In all of the cases considered above, a distortion matrix can be expressed by the
Bain distortion and a rotationo This is true for other mechanisms as long as the
Bain correspondence holds. Since, as will be sho、7n later, for a calculation of an
elastic state,we need only the strain component(the Symmetric part of a general
distortion matrix), a rOtation has no influcaceo Since B is the syttllnetric part of
distortion matrices and colnmon tO all cases, we don′t have to distinguish between
the above mechanismso Regardless of which mechanisln we assume for a martensitic
transformation in a matrix,the resulting elastic state, including the orientation rel―
atiolaship,would be the sameo Therefore、ve、vill use t  Bain distortion as a repr―
esentative transformation strain.
2.2 1nverse transformation of γ′ ro  bcc to fcc lattice
Since the lattice transformation can be represented by the Bain distortion irresp―
ective of the actual lnechanism■,the inverse lattice transformation can be expressed
B~1.When a LIS is introduced in the inversely transformed fcc γ′ lattic ,the shape
distortion of an orlginal bcc γ′ preclp tates may be written!
(7}
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S=PB~1,                                任0
where, P is the LIS, In order to decide which shear systenl、vill b most likely to
operate, a prelilninary calculation has been made,(1 1 1)F planes are,少″ゲο″ゲChOSen
as probable shear planes. The highest shear stress on these planes has resulted in
the system of(1 1 1) 〔1 1 2〕F・  Although there is no such shear systenl in an fcc
metal, がcombination of 1/2 〔1 0 1〕and 1/2 〔0 1~1〕 iS asSumed.  Therefore this
system will be used for the LIS. No、v the LIS can be expressed in the fCC basis:
1/戸),…… …・tD
、vhere,t is an amount of the LIS.It should be noted here that the maxiinum prob―
able valuc of t is 1/21/2, because at this value the shear stress subjected by the
surroundings、7 ll be anaulled.
Since it is convenient to make calculations on the bcc basis, Eq.  lllll Will be rew―
ritten specifically on this basis using the Bo、vles and Wfackenziers notation.
(3SB)=(BPB)(BB」
1)=(BEJl)(BCF)(FPF)(FCB)   t跡
0≦t≦1/2w厖.
The above shape distortion lnatrix for a bcc γ′ preclpltate is non―symmetri .  This
can be factored into a sy■1lme ric part(Sうand a rotation(β)(SCe fOr the proceduFe,
e.g・ ref. 12):
S = βS,                                   任奇
For the elasticity problen■,、ve need o ly the synllnetric part S,  In fact an eigen‐
strain is directly obtained from S――I.
The β in Eq。 は41 giveS the lattice orientation of the γ′ lattice relative to the surr―
ounding martensite. This can be explained as follo、vs: After a  applicati n of S on
a bcc γ′precipitate without the constraint of the surroundings,the lattice parallelism
bet、veen the transformed γ′ lattic  and the surrounding l■artensite(Bain orientation
relationship)will be maintained, since neither B nor P distroys the lattice paralle―
lism.  The removal of β f r the calculation of an eigenstrain, ho、vever, causes a
rotation of the γ′ lattice by β
~1. An application of S under the constraint of the
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surroundings may alsO cause a rotation.However this does not happen when the tra―
nsfor■ling region is a sphere. Therefore β
~I gives the orieatation of the 
γr lattice
with respect to the martensite lattice.
2.3 Eshelby′s method
According to Eshelby6), when an
lalge matrix undergoes a shape and
ellipsoid,and the tOtal elastic strain
equations:
ellipsoidal region embedded in an infinitely
size change, the stress and strain within the
can be calcul ted from the follo、ving set o
9岳 =StjL1 9こ1,  中 "… … … … … …・・ 中 … … … … … … … …・・ 中 … … … ●.中… … … … … … … … …  住 51
メ'=CiJ Kl(9£1-911), ・
い・…・ ・¨・"中●……Ⅲ……・中¨ ●¨●………・ ・¨・……………・lo
Eω― :亮射 … …… … ∵… … … …… …… …・ 4
where,the summatおn conve?bn for repeated ttdicesおimphed.零ね the tOtal
(elaStic plus plastic)Strain of the ellipsoid under the constraint of the surroundings,
ι;iS a Stress free strain, or sometimes called an eigenstrainlの,。f the ellipsoid.
These are related by a fourth rank tensOr called an Eshelby tensor,Sl,kl. 、Vh°n the
region is a sphere, the Eshelby tensor becomes quite simple:
7-5ν   8Silll=S2222=S3333=15(1-ν)=15'
1-5ッ   1
Sコ22=S2233=Sam:=-15(1-ν)=冨,…………………………… t0
軌加2三s""=selal=15Q―ノ)=電俸'
where,the last terms are obtailled by assuming POisson′s ratio is 1/3.Since転―θェ
is an elastic strain, a multiplication of this by the elastic stiffness cOnstant, Cttkl,
yields the internal stress within the ellipsoid,σ;.E』in Eq.tη iS the total(the
ellipsoid plus ttte matrix)elastic strain energy, while V is the volume of the ellips―
oid. Therefore,the elastic strain energy per unit volume of martensite, E, will be
given by multiplying the v01ume fractiOn of the ellipsoidal region, f.
E tt fE』/V.                                tひ
In the above equation, Only an eigenstrain, except for the known constants, is
needed for the calculation. The required eigenstrain is obtained from the following
equatiOn:
式 =ご―I,                  ool
where, S is the syHllnetric part of a shape distortion matrix defined by Eqso l131 and
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1141 ,and l iS the unitary matrix.
2.4 Average lattice of the martensite
When a spherical region in a mediuna undergoes a shape change, the matrix is
also strained。「rhe strain field is not uniform and a calculation of the strain at an
arbitrary poiat is generally difficult. Ho、vever,  many particles with the same
eigenstrain are uniforHlly distributed, the average strain of the entire body is sillaply
given by:
<γij>D = f91j,                               91)
where, <〔 >D denOtes the average taken over the entire body (the particles plus
the remaining matrix), and f is the volume fraction of the particles14), what we
actually measure by X―ray diffraction, ho、vever, is the average over the matrix
(martensite). The left hand side of Eq. 121)may be expressed by a weighted average
of the average strain of the matrix (<γ晰
'>M)and that of the paritcles(<γ
L】>ρ),
i.e.,
<γ汚>D=(lf)<γij>M+f<γも>p'
or re、vriti¬g the last term,
<γ汚>っ =(卜f)<γ句>M tt fSⅢ口♂1             9動
By equating lhe right hand sides of Eqs. 1211 and 1221 ,the average strain of the mar―
tensite can be obtainedi
<‰>M=名―C―乳脚ι乱決      硼
Froni this,the dilnensions of the average martensite can be calculated.  In the pre―
sent case only<γll>>, <γ夕2卜)' <γ33>>' and <γ23>>are nOn―zero. Therefore, the diln―
ensions of the average martensite becomes a monoclinic lattice. That is :
a=1+(γll)M,
b=y(1+(γ22)M)つ十(γ23〉亀,
……●¨●中●●●…●い。・中●¨●"・ ・¨……・・¨・・中●…●‥lzn41
c=y(1+(偽3)M)2+(拷a)亀,
α=90-2Tan:(/23)M,
where,α is the angle between the b and c axes, Since α is early qual to 90°, an
orthorhombic lattice is a fair approximation.
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3.  Results and discussio■
Calculations have been made for an Fe-30Nユ3ー.5Ti alloy. A complete precipitation
was assumed, resulting in f=0,165. For the calculation of the Bain distortion in
Eq。(1),the lattice parameters of Fe-31Ni were used,ユ.e.,a。= 0,3pin■la d a =
0.2875ntギ5)。 「rhis is because the measured parameters of Fe―Ni―Ti alloy a e already
influenced by tho γ′ precゎitatiOns, and not adequate for the calculation of eigen―
strains,
CompOnents of the calculated eigenstrains referred to the martensite basis for
various amount of LIS are listed in Table l. Components not listed are all zero.
Table l The eigenstrains and the rotation angles Of the γr lattice
?
?
??
?
?
?
T
22
T
33
0.2490
0.2283
0,2077
0.1873
0.1671
0.1471
0.1273
0.1078
0.0885
0.0695
0.0508
0,0
-0.0058
--0.0110
-0.0157
-0.0197
-0.0231
--0.0259
-0,0281
-0.0297
-0.0306
--0,0309
0.0
0.96
1.92
2.89
3.86
4.83
5,81
6.79
7.77
8.75
9.74
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0,4
0.5
0.6
0,7
0.8
0.9
1.0
―-0,1168     -- 1168
--0,1019
--0,0865
-0.0707
--0.0544
-0.0378
-0.0208
--0,0034
0.0143
0.0324
0,0508
*lx=t/21/2,where t is an amount of LIS in an tcc lattice
*2 Components are reFerred to the martensite lattice basis. Those not
listed are all zero.
*3 Rotation is around the〔100〕B aXiS(in deg).
Since the rotations of the γ′ lattice r lative to the martensite were around the 〔1 0
0 〕B aXiS(See Eq. llo), Only the angles of these rotation are sufficient to describe β.
The angles of the rotation are listed in the last column. Using these eigenstrains,
the lattice parameters of the average martensite have been calculated fro■l Eqs, 1231
and 1241 fOr eaCh amount of LIS.  The calculated parameters are relative to the par―
ameters of unstressed martensite,  Elastic strain energies have been also calculated
from Eqs,(lral―社71 and l19.  The results are sunlinarized in Table 2. These are also
plotted in Fig.2. A deve19pment of an orthorhombic lattice and a reduction in the
strain energy with an increasing LIS are clearly seen.
No、v, in order to examine the plausibility of the present model, the results、vill be
compared with some recent experimental data. Lysak et al.″' used a monocrytalline
specilnen of an Fe-31Ni-5.3Ti for X―ray diffraction and measured a change of the
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lattice parameters of martensites with the tilne of aging at 700ヨc. Fig. 3 is a repr―
oduction of their result. ねH tetragonality is already seen even in as quenched mart―
Table 2 RelatiVe parameters of the average martcnsiet and elastic
strain energies of martensite
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0,7
0.8
0.9
1.0
0.9875  1    0.9875
0.98760.9891
0,9876  1    0,9908
0。9877  1    0,9926
019877  1    0.9943
0,98780.9961
0.9878  1    0,9979
0.9879  1    0.9998
0,9879
0,9879
0,9879
1.0017
1.0036
1.0056
1,0260
1.0239
1.021
1,0197
1 0177
1.0156
1.0136
1,0115
1.0095
1.0075
1.0056
90.00 1 7.87x10~3μ
90.07  1  6.72
90,13  1  5,68
90.19  1  4.83
90.24  1  3.99
90.28  1  3,33
90.31  1  2.79
90.34 1  2.38
90,36  1  2.08
90.37  1  1.90
90.37  1  1.83
?
?
?
?
?
?
???????」????【?」?
??↑???
?
」
?
??
?
?
」
?
?
?
?
????
?
?
?
?↑
?
??
?
*l Angle between the b and c axes(in deg)
*2 EIastic strain energy in a unit of shear modulus μ
gmount of LIS X
(d) (b)
Fig。2 Variation of the relative lattice parameters(relative tO the uustressed martensite)
(a),and the elastic strain energy per unit volume Of martensite(b),With the am―
ount of LIS x(x=t/2R/2).
ensites. The tetragonality increases rapidly and reaches a maxilnllm in 30 min. The
quick increase of the tetragonality to this point is attributed to the rapid deve19pment
of the γ′ preclpltationt ln this alloy lt has been reported二。)that an Ost螺監ld rlpening
of the γ′ starts in an hour,at latest,possibly starts earlier if the meaurment could
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reaction can be assumed to be comple―    垣
ted, ユ。e.,the assumption made in the    E°2910
∪
present calculation is fulfilled. There―   も
fore the preseat results should be com―    icL2870pared with the data in Fig. 3 at and  皇
1!nger than 30 min of aging.The ma― 亘。2830
xilnunl tetragottlity in Fig。3 s l.036,     V~VVV   I246810121416
in accordance with the maximuni tetra―                      aging tirne hr
gonality of the present result(1.039).Fig.3二羅簿 e Of the lattice parameters Of
The development of the orthorhombic       at 700°C (I°
4 the til温e Of austenite aging
re-31NⅢ5Ti),after reF,(7).
lattices may be also explained, if the
aging tilne is correlated to the amount of LIS.
In the present calculation, the ■ttS、vas assumed to bc homogeneous, although a
shear by slips is inhomogeneous on an atO■listic scale. The degree of the inhomoge―
■eity is don?naat especially when the size Of γ′ precipitates is small. When a par―
ticle size is less than,say l,24nl,Only a single slip by the Burgers vector(a/2 〔1 1
2〕)will exceed the maxユinuln allowabtte LIS, In such a case, a LIS is prohibited in
the particlё. As a particle grows, the ntlmber of probable slip planes increases.
If this is interpreted as a meaure of ease of shearing, the amount of LIS is correla一
ted to the size of γ′ pr cipitates. Furthermore, since the γ′ gr wth follo、vs th
Ost、vald ripening, the average radius increases proportionally to 〔aging tilme〕
1/317)。
This explaines the development of the orthorhombic lattice and、7hy the change oc―
curs quickly at the begining and slows down later. Comparing the lattice parameters
in Fig。 2 and Fig。3, the LIS appears never to reach its ttximum. The increasing
slowness of the gro、vth of the γ′ may
not be sufficient for an explanation.
According to Fig.2, the elastic strain
energy is lnore effectively reduced for
smaller uS. In addition, when γr pr―
ecipitates grow large, other mechanism
of strain accommodation may cOme into
play. These ■light be additional reas―
sons for the inamature LISt
Fig. 4 shO、v  the variations of the
lヽs temperature with the aging time
after Abraham and Pascovera)。 Altho―
ugh the a1loy composition is different
?
」
?
C
X~
cOing,I『ne s c
Fig。4 Dependence Of WIs on the time Of auste―
nite aging(Fe-29,5Ni-4Ti),after ref,(3).
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fЮni the previous one,the tilne for the lninilnun■Ms teperature(aged at 700°C)iS Well
correlated to that for the maxi:nu■l tetragonality in Fig. 3. Thus, the quick dコop of
the Ms temperature to its H?nilnum s silnilarly attiibuted to the fast development
of the γ′ precipitates, Beyond this point, as the γ′ preci itates gro、v the amount of
LIS increases causing a reduction in the elastic strain energy (Fig.2), ThiSヽVil
explain the elevation of the ttls temperature in Fig。4.
Lattice rotations of the γ′ have also been observed19)in electron diffraction patterns,
Their explanation of the rotation is somewhat different from ours. Since only the
projected angles have becll recorded, a detailed comparison with the present results
cannot be made.
In the present model, a LIS was assumed to occur only in γ′precipitates to reduce
the high stress field caused by the large nlisfits. However, a HS may occur in the
surrounding martensite or in both of the phases. In such cases the calculation、vould
become considerably laborious. Ho、vever, as long as the LIS is localized in the ne■
ghbourhood of the γ′ precipitates, the results would not be very different from the
present results.
4. Co■clusions
The average lattice and the elastic strain energy Of Fe―Ni―Ti mar ensit  have been
calculated. Vヽhere, it was assumed that i a)the γ′ precipitates do not trallsform
during the martellsitic transformation of the surЮu ding matrix, b)but these may
plastically deform by slips due to the large internal stress. We have been led to
the follo、ving conclusions i
l)When the γ′ pr cipitates do not deform (neither by lattice transformation nor
by slips), the martensite containing these particles becomes tetragonal and the elastic
strain energy accumulated in the martensite is high.         '
2)When the γ′ pr cipitates deform by slips,the ttartensites becomes orthorhombic
and the strain energy is reduced.
3)The transition fЮm(ll tO(2)may be COrrelated to the size of γ′pr cipitates,
since when the precipitates are small, say less than l.2n■1, a slip is prohibited, but
as they grow these can be sheared.
4)The reSults are generally in good agreement 、vith experimental observations,
supporting the plausibility of the present inodel.
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